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webScurity Launches the First Affordable and Downloadable Web Application Firewall 
 

webScurity Inc. Releases webApp.secureTM SE  

Minneapolis, Minn. - September 24, 2002 - webScurity Inc. announced today the introduction of its 

webApp.secureTM SE, the first in its line of .secureTM security software.  

webApp.secure SE is the first downloadable application firewall that protects Web sites against application-level 

attacks. The software proactively prevents breeches by enforcing a site's Intended Use GuidelinesTM (IUG). 

Instead of identifying malicious activities based on known attack signatures, webApp.secure SE uses advanced 

web/insiteTM technology to build a set of allowable actions from the site's own Web pages, giving it the ability to 

protect against both known and unknown attacks.  

While system administrators deploy sophisticated network-level security technologies, attackers enter through 

the same open "door" that allows legitimate users to access the Web server. "From that point, it's simply a 

matter of determining what vulnerabilities in the Web server or applications they can exploit. webApp.secure SE 

makes sure all requests follow the rules as defined by the Web site," says webScurity president, Wayne 

Ziebarth. "All traffic that doesn't follow the rules is automatically rejected."  

By simply enforcing the IUG inherent in any Web site, 100% immunity to past, present, and future Port 80/443 

threats is absolutely guaranteed. This is in stark contrast to other products that rely on signature-recognition 

and, by definition, can only protect against known attacks.  

webApp.secure SE protects a Web site against: 

· Defacement  

· Known and unknown server worms like Code Red and Nimda  

· Many other common application attacks  

In response to the increasing demand for accessible and affordable Web application security defenses, the 

software is available for download at www.webscurity.com, at an introductory price of $495.  

About webScurity Inc. 

webScurity Inc. specializes in taking the risk out of doing business on the Web. The company focuses exclusively 

on the most vulnerable element of e-business - the applications. webScurity focuses on a largely overlooked 

segment of Web security - how Web applications are written and deployed. Through its vulnerability assessment 

and secure development services, webScurity helps organizations ensure their Web applications are not the 

weakest link in the security chain.  

Editors Note: take if for a test drive - webScurity is also offering a FREE 30-day trial of 

webApp.secure SE.  
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